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FROM THE PROVINCIAL LEADER

In the last FCJ News 

I mentioned that 

14 people from our 

province would be 

going on pilgrimage 

in the footsteps 

of our foundress. 

In this edition 

you can read an 

article by one of the pilgrims, Anne 

McIlroy, a teacher at Genazzano FCJ 

College. She gives an insight into 

her experience as someone who 

understands that she is continuing 

Marie Madeleine d’Houët’s ministry 

of education in modern times. 

Last month I also made a pilgrimage 
– though only for one day – to the 

shrine of Julian of Norwich (1342–1413). 
Her very small hermitage cell, against the 
wall of the church of St Julian in Norwich 
on the east coast of England, was a place 
where people from all walks of life came to 
ask for her guidance and counsel. Julian’s 
most famous words – “All shall be well, and 
all manner of things shall be well.” – give us 
an inkling of the kind of advice she gave to 
those early pilgrims. 

Through her many writings, we can see 
that the revelations Julian had of God’s 
immeasurable love filled her with sure 
knowledge and total trust in the presence 
of goodness in the world. Her positive 
stance comes through in many simple 
statements like: “God said not ‘Thou shalt 
not be tempested, thou shalt not be afflicted’, 
but ‘Thou shalt not be overcome’”. She does 
not deny the presence of suffering and evil, 
but believes that God’s love is in the world 
and is stronger. 

Julian’s 14th century world was marked 
by aggression, insecurity, rejection, cruelty 
and abuse, just as ours is today, and her 
words are as needed and true now as they 
were then. We too need the conviction 
of the presence of goodness in our world 
when we see so much of the opposite in 
our lives and newspapers, for it is very 
easy to slip into attitudes of negativity and 
distrust, and to feel hopeless in the face 
of some of the realities of our world. But 
as believers in God’s great love, may our 
attitudes and words be always positive, 
encouraging and hope-filled. And as the 
ending words of the plaque on the wall 
of Julian’s cell says: “Live gladly and gaily 
because of his love”. 

Judith Routier fcJ

During the year I was given a copy  

of the book Sacred Space, which  

I had seen in bookshops but never 

used for prayer. I was interested to 

read that in 2012 the website on 

which the book is based was used  

by five and a half million people.  

This re-enforced my strongly held 

belief that many people do pray, 

including young people, and many 

others are searching for the spiritual 

in their lives.

Prayer is simply listening and talking to 
God and just as we are able to listen 

and talk to a friend anywhere, so is our 
God longing to communicate with us, 
even in the most unlikely places. Some 
people have a special sacred place, perhaps 
a corner of their bedroom or a special 
window which looks out on a beautiful 
tree. For others their sacred space may 
be encountered, while walking along a 
well-known track or strolling around the 
garden admiring the beauty of God’s 
creation. Some may find their sacred space 
when sitting on a fifth-floor balcony, 
looking out over a crowded street, or even 
sitting on a bus on their way to work, 
university or school.

This year, I was blessed to make my 
annual retreat at a very beautiful part 
of Victoria and my sacred space, several 

times a day, was sitting or standing on 
the deck of a small cabin looking out over 
Westernport Bay. I am still able to visualise 
this scene and relive this special time  
and place.

The time we have for prayer may vary 
from day to day, from 10 minutes to an 
hour or even more. However, while not 
wishing to encourage anyone to limit their 
prayer time, I do suggest valuing and using 
even short periods of time, perhaps several 
times a day. You may be surprised how 
natural and normal this becomes, once  
you begin. 

Maryrose Dennehy fcJ

Sacred Space:  

The Prayer Book 

2013, is available 

from the website 

www.sacredspace.ie/

books/sacred-space-

books and Michelle 

Anderson Publishing, 

Melbourne.

SACRED  

SPACE

Reflection
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I was born into an Italian family, the 

eldest of three daughters of Luigi and 

Bruna Terroni. I grew up in London 

where there was a large and lively 

Italian community. My childhood years 

were very stable and happy, as I had 

wonderful parents and a most loving 

extended family. 

I joined the FCJ Sisters in 1963 and over 
the years I have been fortunate to have 

had a variety of interesting ministries. 
After the novitiate I was sent to Fribourg, 
Switzerland, for four years to study at the 
University there. I then did my postgraduate 
teacher training in Liverpool, and then 
began almost 20 years of teaching, a 
ministry that I enjoyed very much. My 
first assignment was teaching French at 
Bellerive Convent FCJ, a secondary school 
for girls aged 11–18. Then I moved to 
Sedgley Park Teacher Training College in 
Manchester, again teaching French. After 
that I was Head of the Modern Languages 
Department in the Marian High School, 
Birkenhead, a diocesan school. Gumley 
House, a comprehensive school for about 
1,100 girls, was my next destination. I spent 
only five years there as Headmistress before 
being elected to general leadership in the 
FCJ Society. I was General Assistant for 
five years and then General Superior for 10 
years. This was a very interesting time as I 
got to know the FCJ Society worldwide and 
had the privilege of visiting the Sisters in 
many countries, from the icy cold of Igloolik 
in the Arctic to the heat of Sierra Leone!

Since 2004 I have been living in Manila, 
Philippines. This is a city of enormous 
contrasts: on the one hand great wealth in 
the hands of a few, and on the other great 
poverty experienced by the majority of the 
people. My ministry is to coordinate the 
work of the FCJ Learning and Development 
Centre, which offers a program of integrated 
community development to approximately 
6,000 people who live adjacent to one of 
Manila’s main dumpsites. Every day in 
the FCJ Centre brings surprises, joys and 
challenges! Very few people who live in 
this area have permanent work, and many 
people live by scavenging materials from the 
dumpsite. The FCJ Centre offers a health 
program, support for house renovation and 
toilet construction, a variety of educational 
programs including computer, and the 
opportunity for income generation. There 
are also programs for young mothers and 
senior citizens and a youth group. We have 
a number of college scholars, as well as high 
school and elementary school scholars from 
some of the poorest families.

People drop into the FCJ Centre all the 
time. They come to avail themselves of 
the programs we offer, but sometimes they 
come because they have a problem and just 
need someone to listen to their story or to 
accompany them through a particularly 
difficult time. As a Faithful Companion of 
Jesus I welcome the opportunity to share in 
a small way in the lives of the people here. 
I try to offer support and a listening ear to 
all those who come, but I also receive a lot 
from them. I marvel at the resilience of the 
people, especially the women: their ability 
to survive, their creativity, their faith and 
trust in God. The FCJ Centre is a very 
happy place. In spite of the hard lives that 
people here lead they have a wonderful 
capacity for enjoyment. There are often 
simple celebrations, lots of fun and laughter 

and the simple joy of being together. It is a 
privilege and a joy for me to be part of this 
community and to work with the dedicated 
staff of the FCJ Centre, which includes two 
other FCJ Sisters and two Companions  
in Mission.

Our community in Manila is an 
international one with Filipinas, Indonesians 
and me. Even though all of us have  
full–time ministry or studies, at weekends 
we are very involved in our local area, 
especially with the children and young 
people. I enjoy life in Manila very much. 
There is never a dull moment!

Paola Terroni fcJ

Profile

Paola Terroni

‘I try to offer support  
and a listening ear  
to all those who come,  
but I also receive a lot  
from them. I marvel  
at the resilience of the people, 
especially the women:  
their ability to survive,  
their creativity, their faith  
and trust in God.’

‘There are often simple celebrations, lots of fun and laughter  
and the simple joy of being together.’
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[Pages 4 & 5]
Continuation from Page 1 of Sur les pas de Marie Madeleine
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‘Sur les pas de 

Marie Madeleine’
Pilgrimage to Paris, July 2013 

I’ve always wondered what Marie Madeleine 
de Bonnault d’Houët looked like. I’ve seen her 
image on the wall at Genazzano, but she has 
never felt real to me. Going on this pilgrimage 
and following the story of her life represented an 
opportunity to learn more about her and the life 
she lived, and I was very interested to see if this 
would make her more clear to me. I have learnt 
that her life was remarkable and those of us at 
Genazzano are the beneficiaries of her vision 
and her commitment. 

We met in Paris on 1 July. We were an international 
FCJ group and we were led by four FCJ Sisters: 

Mary Campion McCarren, Mary Fitzpatrick, Juliette 
Ory and Lorenza Magagnin. They had prepared the 
journey that we would take and the places we would go 
to. These four Sisters demonstrate the internationality of 
the FCJ order and, in their leadership, Marie Madeleine’s 
vision and spirit.

This was a pilgrimage and as we gathered together 
for the first time, Sister Mary Campion introduced 
our journey, explaining that pilgrims are people in 
motion, seeking clarity for what they later understand 
will become part of the ‘geography of the soul’. We met 
at the Sisters of Cluny Convent in Rue du Faubourg 
St Jacques, and met our fellow pilgrims from Ireland, 
England, Canada, Romania and Indonesia. All of us 
were connected with the FCJ Sisters, either Companions 
in Mission or those who work in FCJ schools. Starting at 
Cluny was important, as it was close to Rue de la Santé 
where, in 1840, Marie Madeleine bought two properties 
to start a school for orphans and abandoned children in 
this poor area of Paris. At the FCJ convent we saw the 
room where she lived at the end of her life and where  
she died.

Marie Madeleine lived through the French 
Revolution, her father’s imprisonment and her family’s 
exile. She experienced the terror and suffering of these 
times. We saw the places where she lived as a young 
girl, as an exile, as a young wife, as a widow and single 
mother. Her experiences, and the relationships that 
formed her, were woven into these places and, as we 
visited, the reality of her life and work became clear. 

Baptismal font in St Martial Church, Châteauroux, where Marie Madeleine 

was baptised on the day she was born.

Châteauroux

Marie Madeleine
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Pilgrimage

We went north to Albert and Amiens and we 
saw the school her son, Eugene, attended and 
the chapel where she heard the call, “I thirst”. At 
Amiens is the house she set up and where the first 
four of the Sisters took their vows. A very powerful 
part of her story is that she began her work not 
as a single woman but as the mother of a young 
boy and we saw, in this house, the room where 
he stayed. At Châteauroux we saw where she was 
born, in Pouplain where her family sheltered in the 
Revolution, in Issoudun and Bourges where she met 
her husband and married. Finally at Bourges and 
Parassy we saw the houses where she struggled with 
the pain of her husband’s death and the difficulty 
of bringing a child up on her own.

In Paris and in Issoudun we met members of the 
de Bengy, de Bonnault and Baraud families, who 
are, along with the FCJ Sisters and the FCJ schools, 
Marie Madeleine’s descendants. Their presence also 
spoke of the richness of her life and work.

Through the places and the people we met, 
we heard and saw the history of a woman who 
lived through momentous times, who brought up 
a son, who founded an order of teaching nuns, 
who bought property and established schools and 
founded a religious community whose mission is 
evident today in many parts of the world.

At the end of our time together, Mary Campion 
reminded us that the point of a pilgrimage is not 
to arrive but how you return home full of ideas and 
impressions that form part of who you will be in  
the future. 

My experience of this journey was a rich one and 
I am grateful to have had this time to learn about 
Marie Madeleine, her life and her work.

On the pilgrimage, I was the beneficiary of other 
people’s impressions and commitment to Marie 
Madeleine and her unique charism. The wisdom 
these women have imparted to me has helped me 
come to know our foundress much more closely. 
While I still don’t know what she looked like 
during her life, I understand her commitment to 
Christ and how we are called to continue her work. 

Anne McIlroy 

Teacher at Genazzano FCJ College, Kew

Church of St Martial, Châteauroux
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With great excitement and eager 
anticipation, 14 FCJ Sisters and 16 

of their Companions in Mission, male and 
female, gathered in London in the last week 
of June for the first combined international 
conference. The Province of Asia–Australia 
was represented by Sr Judith Routier fcJ 
(Provincial), Sr Dewi Gallang fcJ and seven 
CiM: Margaret Feely, Pat Fitzgerald, Jane 
Branigan and Shirley Yau (Australia), and 
Sophie Widiati, Maria Retnowati and 
Bernadetha Alphatiwi (Indonesia).

Travel fatigue was quickly forgotten as we 
heard the welcoming address of the General 
Superior, Sr Katherine Mary O’Flynn fcJ, 
on “this historic occasion”. Although most 
of those journeying from Australia, Canada, 
England, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy and the 
USA were meeting for the first time, they 
came bringing, as Sr Katherine Mary said, 
“insights and learnings into the experience 
of our Companions in Mission, who live our 
FCJ charism in their own lives in diverse 
cultures and contexts”. Our purpose was 
clear: to share the experiences of formation 
and organisational arrangements of the 

past 12 years so that, faithful to the vision 
of Marie Madeleine, we would give careful 
consideration to the future development of 
this latest expression of Marie Madeleine’s 
vision – the Companions in Mission in 
Association with the Sisters, Faithful 
Companions of Jesus.

That the FCJs rejoice in this recent 
expression of Marie Madeleine’s vision 
was evident from the participation at the 
conference of the General Superior,  
Sr Katherine Mary fcJ, her three Assistants 
– Sr Paula Mullen fcJ (CiM International 
Coordinator), Sr Frances Kennedy fcJ, 
and Sr Susan Donahue fcJ – and the three 
Province Leaders – Sr Bonnie Moser fcJ 
(Americas), Sr Judith Routier fcJ (Asia–
Australia) and Sr Margarita Byron fcJ 
(Europe). Each was a member of one of the 
Table Groups, responding to the challenges, 
planning and recommendations made by 
the entire group to formalise structures and 
formation of the Companions in Mission.

Morning Prayer and Liturgy for daily 
Eucharist were prepared by representatives of 
each Province and with songs, readings and 

hymns in four languages, we were enabled  
to “weave one heart from many strands”.  
A Vision Statement (see below) was written, 
articulating who the Companions in Mission 
are and how we live out the charism given to 
Marie Madeleine for the whole Church.

Led by our facilitator, Sr Catherine 
Ryan (a Servite Sister), groups worked 
diligently on a range of issues and their 
implications. Meal times and breaks for 
refreshments provided opportunities to 
become acquainted and to appreciate all that 
we hold in common. The Social Committee 
and the Sisters at Kairos, the conference 
centre, ensured that all our needs were met 
with food aplenty and social gatherings each 
evening. The concert on the final evening 
included a performance of Swan Lake by 
the Asia–Australia contingent, reducing 
the audience to tears of laughter. Others 
approached the concert with more serious 
but no less appreciated renditions of songs, 
dance and poems with occasional jokes to 
maintain the light-hearted atmosphere.

At the conclusion of these five days, filled 
with renewed energy and hope in a future 

Faithful to the Vision
First combined international conference of FCJ Sisters and Companions in Mission.

Companions in Mission in their table groups
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rich with blessings, we had agreed on the 
need for a CiM Prayer and on the contents 
of a Handbook: the expectations, procedures 
and organisation of the “Companions in 
Mission in Association with the FCJ Sisters”, 
both for those in the Formation Program 
and for those who have already made a 
Formal Commitment. 

All CiM from this Province were mindful 
that they were privileged to have been 
invited to attend this significant conference 
and that they were representing both the 
36 CiM in the Province and the 11 others 
participating in the Formation Program. 
It is our hope that the conference will be a 
catalyst for development and growth within 
Asia–Australia and each country in which 
there is an FCJ presence. 

Pat Fitzgerald  

CiM Province Coordinator

If you are interested in learning more 

about the Companions in Mission,  

please email Trish Fitzgerald at: 

trishfitzgerald1@gmail.com.

Vision Statement
Inspired by the spirit of Marie Madeleine, expressed by the FCJ Sisters, 

Companions in Mission are lay women and men called and committed 

to companionship with Jesus. They support each other as they deepen 

their relationship with Jesus and live their Christian commitment in their 

everyday lives, reaching out to all God’s people, especially those in need. 

FCJnews Newsletter of Sisters, Faithful Companions of Jesus Spring 2013 

Companions

Creator God, we thank you for this day and seek to live it for your greater 
glory as companions of your Divine Son, Jesus. Help us to see you in all 
things and to recognise our own spiritual thirst and that of the world.  
In the spirit of Marie Madeleine, may we be guided by the companions of 
poverty of spirit, humility, obedience and gentleness.

Send forth your spirit on the Faithful Companions of Jesus and Companions 
in Mission throughout the world and draw us all together in the spirit of 
your love. Amen

International members considering the issues
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Mrs Trish Cowling and Dermot Tutty, MC drawing the raffle.

Michael Dahlenburg

Jacinta Ryan,  

Year 9 Genazzano  

FCJ College.

Esita Morgan and Teresa Duddy

Esita Morgan, Brenton Spiteri and Teresa Duddy
The audience is in readiness  

in the Madeleine Centre  

at Genazzano FCJ College
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A Musical Interlude
‘Music washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life.’ Red Auberbach

What a blessing it is to be able to 

appreciate the sound of music and 

the thrill of beautiful voices and to be 

warmed by the collective efforts of 

talented volunteers! This was just how 

it was on the afternoon of Sunday 

26 May when the Friends of Romania 

and the Philippines presented a 

wonderful concert in front of a packed 

auditorium at the Madeleine Centre at 

Genazzano.

Hosted by Dermot Tutty, who used his 
considerable talent and humour to link 

the acts and keep the audience entertained, 
the afternoon provided a showcase of fine 
Melbourne musical talent. Performers 
included Herald Sun Aria winner, tenor 
Brenton Spiteri, sopranos Teresa Duddy, 
Hayley Edwards and Esita Morgan, cellist 
Michael Dahlenburg, concert pianist Eidit 
Golder and Genazzano violinist Jacinta 
Ryan, accompanied by Sister Denise 
Mulcahy fcJ. The Genazzano and Xavier 
alumnae musical theatre troupe, Oxagen 
Productions, performed I Dreamed a Dream 
and Hear my Song – and the audience 
certainly did! Each artist gave freely of their 
time and talent to this good cause, which 
has become a fixture on the local FCJ 
calendar.

John Paul College students spoke of 
their recent immersion experience in 
the Philippines and the impact that this 
experience had on them and their further 
understanding of the work of the FCJ 
Sisters. Sister Paola Terroni fcJ provided 
further details of the accomplishments at 
the FCJ Centre in Manila. Of particular 
note were the 25 scholars, featured in 
the printed program, who have been 
sponsored with funds raised by supporters 
of the FCJs. These scholars, from Bagong 

Silangan, are financially supported as they 
study. In gaining a qualification that will 
open the doors to well-paid employment 
they will help to lift their families out of 
poverty. Sister Margaret Mary Kennedy fcJ 
introduced a video featuring a number of 
young Romanians who have been financially 
supported through their tertiary studies. 
These eager students spoke with heartfelt 
gratitude about how this support from 
Australia is also assisting them. 

At the end of the concert there was a 
rousing rendition, from both performers and 
members of the audience, of the Rodgers 
and Hammerstein classic from Carousel, 
You’ ll Never Walk Alone (better known to 
some as the Liverpool Football Club theme 
song.) This song choice was certainly apt 
for the fundraising efforts of the afternoon 
and a reminder that at the heart of the FCJ 
mission is companionship – no one ever has 
to walk alone when there is a compassionate 
and capable person to companion them on 
the journey.

With an annual event of this magnitude, 
there is much work done quietly and 
efficiently behind the scenes. This involves 
enlisting artists, liaising with volunteers, 
organising prizes and gifts, arranging 
for printing and soliciting donations. 
Genazzano senior students were on hand 
to assist with seating, programmes, prizes, 
stage management and afternoon tea. 
College staff also assisted with technical and 
sound aspects of the afternoon’s show. All 
in all, it was a great collaborative effort with 
artists and volunteers joining together and 
raising the sum of $12,500 for the ongoing 
work of the FCJ Sisters in Romania and the 
Philippines.

Ann Rennie 

Teacher at Genazzano FCJ College

Celebration

‘This song choice  
was certainly apt  
for the fundraising efforts  
of the afternoon  
and a reminder that  
at the heart of the FCJ 
mission is companionship  
– no one ever has to walk 
alone when there is a 
compassionate and capable 
person to companion them  
on the journey.’

Team Blewitt Caterers for the Concert 

Celeste, Siobhan, Giles and Odette Blewitt.



Sisters Marion Dooley fcJ, Rosemary Crowe fcJ and Kathleen Geaney SSC and a friend join the 

Buddhist Sisters. At this Pagoda, Sr Agnes fcJ often joins the Buddhist community in meditation. 
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Visit Myanmar 
My visit was both spiritual and 

educational. The air one breathes is 

permeated with Buddhist presence 

and enlightenment.

One of the highlights of the visit was to 
visit a Bikhuni community (women 

monks). They welcomed us like sisters and 
shared their food and company with us. The 
Buddhist nuns fast from food from midday 
each day and never handle money. All of 
this is looked after by trusted friends.

We were escorted to the peak of Sagaing 
Hill, overlooking the Irrawaddy River, to 
pay our respects to a very large Buddha 
seated on his/her throne. From there 
we proceeded to the Tittigu Buddhist 
University, which is devoted to the study  
of Buddhism.

Shwedagon Pagoda is the most famous building 

in Yangon. It is surrounded by many smaller 

buildings as seen above.

Sisters Agnes Samosir fcJ, Marion Dooley fcJ  

and Fransisca Arti Setiati fcJ, who live in 

Myanmar and are continuing the missionary  

work of Marie Madeleine in the Society.

10

This large Buddha is respected by a ceaseless 

number of pilgrims each day. Like all places  

of pilgrimage there are many opportunities to  

buy souvenirs. 



A tourist attraction in Mandalay is the U’Bien Bridge, which is made from teak wood, for which Myanmar  
is famous. The bridge stretches for two miles over the Irrawaddy River and people gather there every evening  
to watch the beautiful sunsets. Many of the religious carvings have distinctive Myanmarese features.

Rosemary Crowe fcJ

FCJnews Newsletter of Sisters, Faithful Companions of Jesus Spring 2013

Myanmar

11

Women in Myanmar can be found in a variety of occupations.

U’Bien Bridge in Mandalay, stretching for two miles over the Irrawaddy River.A religious carving with Myanmarese features. 
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44A Waltham Street, Richmond 3121. 

E-mail: secretary@fcjasau.org.au 

Website: www.fcjsisters.org

FCJ Missions You will find enclosed a 

donation envelope. Any contribution to the work  

of the FCJ Society’s Missions is most welcome.  

The Sisters wish to thank all the contributors  

following publication of the Autumn Edition.

Email address: If you have an email address please 

send it to the Province Office, secretary@fcjasau.org.au

My name is Geralyn and I am the Mission and Identity Promoter for the FCJ 

Society in Australia. It involves many disciplines, but its primary aim is to 

share the spirit of faithful companionship that so characterises the FCJ story. 

Since no precedent for such a role exists within the Australian sector of the 

Province, a lot of the work involves listening, defining and refining. In other 

words, it will adapt and evolve as we go along, bearing in mind our primary 

aim is to make the name of Jesus known and loved.

One initiative that has developed is an online presence through Keeping Company,  
a community which seeks to, educate people about, and facilitate, the ideals of Marie 
Madeleine and the FCJ Sisters – as a ‘way-of-being’ that is founded upon the gospel. 
I invite you to kindly keep me company in this role and join in the conversation by 
subscribing to: www.keeping-company.com or joining us on Facebook:  
www.facebook.com/keepingcompanyfcj or Twitter: www.twitter.com/walkwithyoufcj.

Geralyn Tan, FCJ Mission and Identity Promotion (Australia)

Benalla Reunion 

2013
The reunion for the alumni of Benalla FCJ College  

will take place at Genazzano FCJ College,  

Cotham Road, Kew.

1.30pm, Sunday 13 October 2013. 

All are welcome. 

Please reply asap: 

Jim Marchbank: jim@sportsgrass.com.au  

Phone: 0418 395 257

Suzanne O’Kane: bokane2@bigpond.com  

Phone: 9499 1011

New Book
Mark the date for the launch of Grit and Grace 

by Ann Rennie. This is the story of Marie 

Madeleine d’Houët, Foundress of the FCJ 

Sisters and you are invited to the Launch on 

Thursday 21 November, 4.30 pm at Genazzano 

FCJ College.

Claire Prowse’s review

This inspiring tale recognises the exceptional work and spirit of Marie 
Madeleine, whose vision has defined her life as a source of inspiration  

for generations of faith-filled women. It has transcended the limitations of her 
own lifetime to be celebrated in the work of the FCJ sisters and all members of 
our community. 

The book helps us to appreciate Marie Madeleine’s journey as a woman, 
mother, visionary and foundress. Her message is embodied in her legacy, of 
which all who read her tale or share in the fruits of her initial labour are called 
to be a part. Acknowledging the hardship she faced, this account celebrates 
her bravery, gentleness and humanity – a beautifully personal aspect which in 
its individuality speaks universally of the gift of contributing to a tapestry of 
service and selflessness, be it the first or only the most recent thread, weaving 
to enrich life in the present and for the future.

Claire Prowse, a 2012 Graduate of Genazzano FCJ College now studying 

Medicine at Monash

News

Geralyn Tan and Anne Morrison fcJ

Introducing Geralyn Tan


